English

WOW Day

We will continue to focus on using our lead in lines,

Friday 26

th

spelling and grammar. We will be thinking about different
types of non-fiction genres such as postcards and

Science

April

We will be exploring the outdoor
environment, looking closely at

Bring your wellies and wear old

different plants and trees and

clothes ready for a day

invitations and we will also look at some poetry. We will

labelling their different parts. We

outdoors and lots of art!

be looking at Jack and the Bean stalk and focus on

will be linking this to our Maths

including story language.

vocabulary when describing length.

Get your

Mathematics
We will be recapping fractions,

wellies on!

shapes, number bonds, time and
doubling and halving. We will
continue to practice counting in
2s, 5s and 10s to accompany our
Home Learning.

PE
We will be continuing with our
multi-skills. We will focus on

Key facts to learn

aiming and tracking balls and

I can identify common leaves and name the trees
they belong to.
I can identify and name common flowers.

Music
We will learn songs
about plants and

practice throwing and catching
with bean bags and balls.

Children’s Questions

Computing

How do plants grow?
Who plants the seeds?
Why do trees and flowers both have leaves?

We will be using technology to
create a script for a play. We will
use a programme to help us
perform this play and record our

practise performing

voices over the top. We will then

together.

show them to the rest of the class.
OUR THEME
Forgiveness

Art

In class assemblies we will be thinking about what the

We will be looking at the work of different artists such as Matisse and Van

word forgiveness means. We will be looking at stories and

Gogh. Specifically their work that includes plants and trees. Matisse’s work

will try to relate it to personal experiences. We will think

uses lots of strong shapes and colours and we will be linking this to our maths

about how it makes people feel.

work! We will also be using propositional language to help with Van Gogh’s work.

